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QUESTION 1

During the assessment phase of the design process, the cloud architect discovers that an organization wants to provide
consumers with the ability to backup and restore entire virtual machines. Which backup application functionality will
support this requirement? 

A. Agent-based backups 

B. Image-based backups 

C. Array-based snapshots 

D. Cloud gateway backups 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A cloud design contains multiple hosts that are running a hypervisor. Each host has only two physical 10 Gb network
adapters that are aggregated for bandwidth and failover. The physical switch ports for each host are configured as
access ports. Each host will support numerous virtual machines and network segments. These virtual machines will
communicate with other virtual machines on the same network segments. Why would overlay networks be required for
this design? 

A. Support for more than two virtual switches 

B. Support for more than one virtual segment 

C. Support for more than two virtual machines 

D. Support for more than one distributed virtual switch 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization uses Microsoft Active Directory (AD) for service authentication in their private cloud. They want to use
the same authentication source for services in the public cloud. External employees access services in both clouds and
need to authenticate with AD. 

The organization wants to minimize and secure network traffic. Which solution will address these requirements? 

A. Connect the two clouds through IPsec VPNPlace AD controllers in the private cloud only 

B. Connect the two clouds through IPsec VPNPlace AD controllers in the private and public clouds 

C. Configure perimeter firewalls to allow AD traffic Place AD controllers in the private and public clouds 

D. External users connect with IPsec VPNPlace AD controllers in the private cloud only 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A cloud architect has included an SDS controller in a cloud design. Which requirement(s) will support the addition of this
component to the design? 

A. Monitor storage performance and manually provision storage resources 

B. Provide the ability to programmatically deploy virtual storage resources 

C. Switch array functionality from active/passive to active/active 

D. Provide a redundant front-end for object storage 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization is developing a cloud-native social-media website. The website will be written using elastic principles.
When the website scales, it can add additional web, application and database instances to meet dynamic workload
demand. 

Which additional resources will be consumed by replication as the database layer expands. 

A. Public IP addresses, CPU, and memory 

B. CPU, memory, and network traffic 

C. Network traffic, public IP addresses, and CPU 

D. Memory, network traffic, and public IP addresses 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You are creating a cloud infrastructure design for an organization. The cloud design includes physical servers with
hypervisors which will be used to host consumer services. The hosts are managed through a hypervisor element
manager. 

Which step should be taken to secure the hypervisor environment? 

A. Place the element manager administrative interfaces on a consumer-facing network and hypervisoradministrative
interfaces on an isolated network 

B. Place the element manager administrative interfaces on a consumer-facing network and hypervisoradministrative
interfaces on a secure network 

C. Place the element manager and hypervisor administrative interfaces on a secure network 

D. Place the element manager and hypervisor administrative interfaces on a consumer- facing network 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A company wants to build an IaaS cloud to host cloud-native applications. On which areas should a cloud architect
focus when gathering requirements for this cloud design? 

A. Automation, multi-tenancy, and hardware availability 

B. Automation, hardware availability, and policy compliance 

C. Hardware availability, policy compliance, and multi-tenancy 

D. Policy compliance, automation, and multi-tenancy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

An organization plans to deploy a spine/leaf network topology to support a cloud design. Leaf switches will use layer-3
protocols to communicate with the spine switches. Hosts will each connect to two leaf switches using layer-2 protocols. 

Which technology must be enabled between the host and leaf switches to provide the maximum throughput for a single
data stream? 

A. Generic Network Virtualization Encapsulation 

B. Spanning Tree Protocol 

C. Equal-Cost Multi-Path Routing 

D. Multi-Chassis Aggregation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A cloud architect has determined that the cloud management infrastructure requires an authentication and PKI
environment. In addition, each tenant will require its own authentication and PKI environment. What describes these
separate environments in a cloud design document? 

A. Availability zones 

B. Fault domains 

C. Multi-tenancy 

D. Trust zones 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

Which cloud services are typically responsible for automatically scaling applications? 

A. Orchestration and monitoring 

B. Metering and service catalog 

C. Monitoring and metering 

D. Service catalog and orchestration 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An organization wants to include performance monitoring in their cloud environment. However, they want to minimize
the number of accounts and passwords that must be created on target devices and sent across the network. 

Which monitoring solution should a cloud architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Proxy 

B. Agent-based 

C. Agentless 

D. Central 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An organization is currently using a private cloud to host gaming applications. The private cloud is located in the
organization\\'s data center. These applications have very little static data and no requirements for securing data. 

Authentication is handled through an external resource. 

During holiday and vacation seasons, application usage increases significantly and more resources are required.
However, the increase only occurs about 10% of the year and the organization wants to maintain performance. 

What can be done to meet this requirement? 

A. Deploy global load balances 

B. Create QoS policies during peak usage 

C. Move to a hybrid cloud model 

D. Implement a CDN solution 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

You are creating a cloud infrastructure design for an organization. You learn that, for compliance reasons, the
organization needs to maintain a separate set of infrastructures for certain deployed services. Which part of the design
will be impacted by this requirement? 

A. Number of service catalogs 

B. Number of compute pools 

C. Service catalog sizing 

D. Over-commitment ratio 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which infrastructure does VCE Vblock represent? 

A. Brownfield 

B. Traditional 

C. Hyper-converged 

D. Converged 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

An architect is designing the compute resource pools for a cloud. As part of the deliverables, the architect has included
the standard specifications for the physical servers to be used. The organization has provided estimates for future
growth but has concerns about whether these estimates are accurate. What should be included in the design to address
these concerns? 

A. A monitoring application and procedures for pool expansion 

B. A chargeback application and orchestration workflows to auto-scale pools 

C. A metering application and orchestration workflows to auto-scale pools 

D. A configuration management application and procedures for pool expansion 

Correct Answer: A 
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